The loss of temporary skilled Filipino workers could have a dramatic effect not just on the local construction industry, but on the Guam economy as a whole, according to the head of the Guam Contractors Association said.

The surprise announcement by the Department of Homeland Security to remove the Philippines from the H-2B program has the Leon Guerrero administration scrambling to mitigate the impact.

The notice appeared in the Jan. 18 Federal Register. The Philippines was one of three countries declared no longer eligible for the H-2B program. But Contractors Association president James Martinez said Filipinos make up the majority of the foreign workers who are brought in, mostly for construction jobs that aren't able to be filled locally. He said if projects have to be delayed or costs increase it may discourage investment.

"We're in between a rock and a hard place," he said. "The Philippines got a huge population base so they can actually that's one of their number one exports is labor."

In removing the Philippines, DHS cited a "high over-stay rate and concerns over a "high volume of human trafficking victims who were originally issued H-2B visas."

"It's a little early to know exactly how they're going to treat us in our applications," Labor Director David Dellisola said "But I know that the governor is taking this to task and is making phone calls to Homeland Security, the secretary of state, and the White House to see if she can get some kind of exemptions or just kind of get some feedback on what their feelings are."

Guam has received exemptions in the past, like the recent defense spending bill which provides easier visa approvals for military-related projects. And that also apparently applies with the new decision.

"They've seen the need-- it's just a matter of getting that need effectuated through Congress," Alien Labor Certification Administrator Greg Massey said. "I know that the governor office, they're gonna be working with Mike San Nicolas in trying to see what he can do in Congress. It's an uphill battle though. We've been dealing with this for the past couple of years."

"The contractors association has been fighting U.S.Citizenship and Immigration
Service over a nearly 100-percent visa denial rate for non-military projects. This new development just adds to the challenges. But labor officials said the high overstay rate and human trafficking concerns don't apply here, which may work in Guam's favor in seeking an exemption. The decision is effective for one year and does not affect current H-2B workers.

Federal Affairs committee chair Sen. Regine Biscoe Lee calls the removal unfair. She pledged to work with the administration to find a solution.
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